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Let X ) 0 denote a generic lifetime of a renewal process having unit mean
ˆ  .lifetime, let X denote the stationary total lifetime and let q g 0, 1 be a fixed
ˆconstant. We consider anew the scale invariance problem: For which laws does qX
have the same distribution as X ? Our setting is more probabilistic than those
presented hitherto, and we explore connections with the log-normal moment
problem. In particular it is shown that all explicitly known laws which have
log-normal moments solve our problem. The notion of remaining lifetime is
generalized and its scaling invariance is investigated using the notion of total
 .lifetime. Two moment equivalent laws of Askey are shown to have a simple
representation in terms of laws equivalent to the log-normal. The representation
involves a q-gamma law, which we explore in its own right. An affine extension of
our basic scale invariance relation, arising in the theory of orthogonal polynomials,
is shown to be equivalent to the latter. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
 .  .Let X G 0 be a random variable rv with a law L X not degenerate at
 .zero and with finite mean m. Denote its distribution function DF by F
and the set of all such DFs by D . Define the induced length-biased law1
ˆ ˆ y1 x .  .  .  .LBL L X : X has the DF F x s m H uF du . This determination of1 0
 .F can be regarded as the resultant action of the length-bias LB operator1
ˆL on F g D . It is well known that X is the stationary total lifetime in a1
 w x.renewal process with generic lifetime X Cox 9, Chapter 5 . A closely
 .related notion is that of the stationary excess SE operator S is defined
on D by1
x
y1S F x s m 1 y F y dy. .  .  . .H
0
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˜This is the DF of the residual or remaining lifetime X of a stationary
˜renewal process, and we also write X s S X.
ˆ ˜The correspondances X ¬ X and X ¬ X are related in DF terms by
the identity
x x
1 y F u du s u dF u q x 1 y F x . .  .  .H H
0 0
w xFeller 10 discusses these laws in connection with the waiting time
 .paradox for Poisson processes p. 12 and the inspection paradox of
 . w xrenewal theory p. 87 , and more generally in Section XI.4. Winter 30
ˆ ˜discusses X and X in relation to the joint simulation of the stationary
remaining and age laws of a renewal process.
Length-biased laws arise in many situations where the probability of
selection is proportional to a size dimension, life-testing and ecological
w xsampling, for example. See 24 for some specific examples and further
w xreferences. Winter and Foldes 31 propose a product-limit type of estima-¨
tor for F based on a sample of length-biased lifetimes.
Our point of departure is the observation that length biasing is a
ˆstochastically increasing operation, X G X. A natural general question isst
that of whether it is possible to randomly rescale the total lifetime to
ˆrecover the lifetime law. More specifically, let V G 0 be independent of X
 .  .with a fixed law satisfying P V ) 0 ) 0. For which laws L X is it true
that
ˆX ( VX , 1.1 .
where ( denotes ‘‘equality in law’’? This was formulated first by Pakes
w x w xand Khattree 21 , and it has since been completely solved by Pakes 20 .
 .Obviously, we must have V F 1. Non-trivial solutions exist iff P V F 1st
 .  .s 1, and they are unique up to scaling by constants iff P V ) 1 y e ) 0
 .for each e ) 0. Any solution of 1.1 has finite moments of all positive
 .orders. Hence we restrict our attention to the convex set D of all such
laws on R . The essence of non-uniqueness derives from the particularq
 .case where V is constant valued: V s q g 0, 1 . This will be our concern
in this paper.
In Section 3 we determine all solutions of
ˆX ( qX , E X s 1; 1.2 .  .
see Theorem 3.1. Each solution is determined by a finite measure V
 xsupported in q, 1 and the representation we obtain yields a simple
 .  .  t.expression for the moment function mf M t ' E X , which is finite for
each t ) 0. The mf is virtually the same as the Mellin]Stieltjes transform
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 ty1. w xwhich is conventionally defined as E X 27 . For our purposes though,
the mf is more convenient.
 .The invariance relation 1.2 has been considered by Pakes and Khattree
w x w x21 and, earlier and independently, by Vardi et al. 28 , and earlier still by
w x  .Chihara 6 . These authors work exclusively with the DF version of 1.2 . In
this paper we emphasize the rv representation and mf’s as a useful tool.
y1  .Let l s q . The most ubiquitous solution of 1.2 is the log-normal law
  . .LN y log l r2, log l , i.e.,
1r2X ( exp y log l r2 q log l N , .  . .
 .where L N is the standard normal law. The corresponding mf is
M t s l  t2 . . .L
w x  .Pakes and Khattree 21 show that the mf of any other solution of 1.2 has
 .  .  .  .  .  .the form M t s Q t M t , where Q 0 s 1 and Q t q 1 s Q t , t G 0.L
 .Hence the set of solutions of 1.2 is classified as that subset of laws which
 .are moment-equivalent i.e., have the same moment sequence to the
 .above log-normal and whose mf’s differ from M t by a periodic factor.L
 . w xThe general solution of 1.2 was achieved first by Vardi et al. 28 , but
the forms of our solutions differ. We will prove their equivalence Lemma
.3.2 . The form found here seems more suitable for some computational
purposes. Indeed, taking V s d , where q - j F 1 yields the class ofj
w xmoment-equivalent discrete laws independently determined by Chihara 6
w xand exhibited by Leipnik 16 . We will give a decomposition of the
corresponding rv, Z say, into a product of independent Bernoulli rv’sj
 .Theorem 3.2 . We also consider families of absolutely continuous solu-
 .tions of 1.2 , thereby showing that all explicit laws known to be moment
equivalent to the log-normal satisfy this relation.
The operator L can be extended to length biasing of arbitrary order
ˆ ˆ x r r .  .r ) 0: X s L X, where the DF of X is defined to be H u F du rE X .r r r 0
 .We show that the corresponding extension of 1.2 can be reduced to the
case r s 1 and also that the class of general solutions is closed under
reciprocation.
The SE operator, essentially as defined above, was introduced by Hark-
w xness and Shantaram 14 , who studied the limiting behaviour of its n-fold
w xiterates S . This work was extended by Shantaram and Harkness 25, 26 ,n
w x w xHarkness 13 , and, independently it seems, by van Beek and Braat 5 . The
w xwork of Vardi et al. 28 was motivated by the occurrence of S in a
problem related to Q]Q plots. More recently, S has reappeared in
w xqueue-theoretic work of, for example, Massey and Whitt 17 and Whitt
w x29 . It is most recently associated with existence questions about quasi-
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w xstationary laws for discrete state Markov chains and processes. See 11 .
We begin our study of S in Section 4 by representing S in terms ofn
iterates of L . This reveals the LB operator as the more basic notion, and
we can use this connection to define a continuous parameter semigroup of
SE operators.
 .A more obvious generalization of S is defined by 4.3 below. This of
course is closely related to L by a generalization of the above integrationp
w x w x pby parts formula}see 10, p. 150 . Harkness 13 introduced S when
p g N and studied its high-order iterates. We give a representation which
shows no essential gain in generality is to be had from S p.
 .The main focus in Section 4 is the following analogue of 1.2 : Find all
solutions of
˜W ( qW , E W s 1. 1.3 .  .
 . w xWe will study a generalized version in Section 4. Vardi et al. 28 solved
 .1.3 by showing that the DF G of any solution law can be represented in
 .  .terms of the Laplace]Stieltjes transform LST of a solution of 1.2 . We
show that this extends to our generalization and gives the results a more
 .probabilistic flavour. Earlier partial solutions of 1.3 are briefly discussed.
w xResults of ours which overlap those of Vardi et al. 28 were obtained
 w x.before the author know of this paper see 20 . He thanks Professor
M. Woodroofe for directing him to Vardi’s ou¨re.
Parts of this paper use some basic, or q-, hypergeometric function
w xtheory 12 . For convenience we gather some definitions and notation in
Section 2.
w xAskey 3 exhibits families of continuous and discrete laws which share a
 . .certain moment sequence 6.4 below . Inspection suggests that the non-
determinateness of Askey’s laws derives from the log-normal moment
problem. In Section 6 we show that his laws can be represented in terms of
products of two independent rv’s; one factor is moment-equivalent to the
log-normal, and the other has what we call a q-gamma law. In Section 5 we
define and discuss a family of such laws for its own interest and expose its
relation with a family of q-beta laws.
In Section 7 we discuss some aspects of the log-normal moment problem
w xwhich are related to the work of Moak 18 on the Askey class of laws.
By seeking weight functions whose orthogonal polynomial system is
w xaffinely equivalent to its kernel polynomials, Chihara 7 was led to a
 .  .problem in DF form which contains 1.2 as a limiting case, though he did
not explore the boundary case. In Section 8 we demonstrate the utility of
our rv point of view by showing that exceptional degenerate solutions can
 .arise in Chihara’s Case I and that his Case II reduces to 1.2 . We also will
find a connection with Askey’s laws.
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2. BASIC FUNCTIONS
We collect here some definitions and notation which will be used below
w xwithout explicit reference. Let 0 - q - 1, a - 1, and define 12, p. 6
a; q s 1 y aq j ; .  .`
jG0
w xand 12, p. 5
ny1a; q .` ja; q s s 1 y aq . .  .n naq ; q . js0`
w xJacobi’s triple product identity 12, p. 12 will be used in the form
`
j . j2q x s yx ; q yqrx ; q q ; q . .  .  . ` ` `
jsy`
w xThe q-gamma function of F. H. Jackson 12, p. 16 is defined as
1ya aG a s 1 y q q ; q r q ; q . .  .  .  .` `q
The standard gamma function is the one-sided limit
G a s lim G a . .  .q
qª1y
w xThe q-beta function 12, p. 18 is defined by analogy with the familiar
connection between the gamma and beta functions,
G a G b q q aqb ; q .  .  .q q `
B a, b s s ? . .q a bG a q b q ; q q ; q q ; q .  .  .  .` `q `
The q-binomial coefficient, which has a cameo role in Section 7, is
w xdefined by 12, p. 20 as
q ; q . nn s .j q ; q q ; q .  .j nyj
n .It converges to as q ª 1y .j
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3. SCALING THE TOTAL LIFETIME
 . y1We begin by determining all solutions of 1.2 . Recall that l s q . The
 .DF version of 1.2 is easily seen to be
lx
F x s uF du . 3.1 .  .  .H
0
In our proof of Theorem 3.1 below we regard F as a measure, and then
it is much easier to work with differential versions of integral relationships.
The following lemma expedites this.
 .LEMMA 3.1. If z i s 1, 2 are measures on R andi q
xlx
f u z du ' g u z du .  .  .  .H H1 2
0 0
then
f lx z ldx s g x z dx . .  .  .  .1 2
In what follows, unconstrained sums run over all integers, and measures
always are non-negative.
 .THEOREM 3.1. A DF sol¨ es 3.1 iff it has the form
l nx nF x s K c n u V du , 3.2 .  .  .  . HV
0
 .  n2 .  xwhere c n s q , V is a finite measure supported in q, 1 , and K is aV
normalizing constant.
 .   .4REMARK. The coefficients c n have the interpretation that 1rc n is
 .the moment sequence of any solution of 1.2 .
 x  .  .Proof. Choose V and define F in q, 1 by F dx s K V dx , whereV
K is to be determined at the end of the following process to give a DF.V
 nq1 n xFor each integer n define the measure V , supported in q , q byn
V dx s l n2x nV l ndx . 3.3 .  .  .n
 .Using Lemma 3.1, it is clear that 3.2 asserts that in the above interval we
 .  .  .have F dx s K c n V dx . We prove this by induction, giving detailsV n
only for n G 1.
2  .When q - x F q, 3.1 gives
F dx s lxF ldx s K lxV ldx s K V dx . .  .  .  .V V 1
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 .  nq1 n x nq2 nq1  .Suppose 3.3 is valid for q , q . Then for q - x F q , 3.1 and
the induction hypothesis give
lx
F dx s K c n d uV du .  .  .HV x n
0
2 nq1n nq1s K c n l lx V l dx .  .  .V
s K c n q nl nq1.2x nq1V l nq1dx .  .V
s K c n q 1 V dx . .  .V nq1
It follows that the assertion is valid for all n.
 .  x.Clearly the integrals in 3.2 never exceed V q, 1 , whence the sum is a
bounded monotone function. Thus K can be chosen to make F a DF.V
 .The above steps show that F as constructed satisfies 3.1 . Moreover the
 .measures V have disjoint supports whence F dx can be a measure onlyn
 .  .if the initial choice V dx is a measure. Hence every DF solving 3.1 must
 .have the form 3.2 .
 .The mf version of 1.2 is the functional equation
M t q 1 s l tM t , M 1 s 1. 3.4 .  .  .  .
w x  . t ty1.r2As shown by Pakes and Khattree 21 one solution is M t s l , the
1 .mf of the log-normal law LN m, ¨ , where m s y log l and ¨ s log l, the2
mean and variance, respectively, of the underlying normal law. Any other
 .mf solution of 3.4 differs from this one by a positive factor having unit
 .period. Let F denote the DF 3.3 , let M be its mf and W that of V.V V
Lemma 3.1 entails
` n ` `l x nt n t n n nt nqtx d u V du s x l x V l dx s q u V du , .  .  .  .H H H Hx
0 0 0 0
giving the following corollary.
COROLLARY 3.1. The mf of the solution specified in Theorem 3.1 is
c n q ntW n q t .  .
M t s . 3.5 .  .V c n W n .  .
 . w xThe solution of 3.1 given by Vardi et al. 28 is presented in the form
F dx s C q¨ 2 r2n d¨ , x ' q¨q1r2 , ¨ g R , 3.5a .  .  .n n
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where n is a periodic measure on R ,
n A s n A q 1 , A ; R , n 0, 1 s 1, 3.6 .  . .  . .
and C is a normalizing constant.n
 .  .LEMMA 3.2. The solutions 3.2 and 3.5a coincide through the relation
2 1 1¨ r2V dx s q n d¨ y F ¨ - 3.7 .  .  . .2 2
 .and n is extended to R by 3.6 .
Proof. Choose j g Z so that l jy1 - x F l j. Then q - q j x F 1 and in
 .3.2 , n s yj contributes the only positive term. Hence
q jx yjF x s K c yj u V du .  .  .HV V
q
or
F dx s K qyj jy1.r2 xyjV q jdx . .  .V V
1 1  .Since y F ¨ q j - , the periodicity of n implies that 3.7 takes the2 2
form
V q jdx s q¨qj .2 r2n d¨ . . .
Hence
F dx s K qyj jy1.r2y¨ jy jr2q¨ 2 r2q¨ jq j 2 r2n d¨ .  .V V
s K q¨ 2 r2n d¨ , .V
 .which is 3.5a . The argument is reversible.
There are several consequences of Theorem 3.1. First, the Lebesgue
decomposition of F corresponds to that decomposition of V. ChooseV
 x  .j g q, 1 and V s d . The first restriction is not essential. From 3.2 wej
see that F s F has an atom wherever l n x s j , i.e., at x s j q n. Hencej V
the jumps of an arbitrary solution partition into countably many geometric
sequences with common ratio q.
Let Z be a rv with DF F . Evaluation of the integral in the nthj j
 .summand of 3.2 gives
P Z s j z n s K c n j n 3.8 .  . .j j
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and
c n q ntj nq t .
M t s . 3.9 .  .j nc n j .
 .The laws L Z comprise the extreme points of the convex set of solutionsj
 .of 1.2 . They are precisely the class of discrete laws exhibited by Chihara
w x w x   ..6 and Leipnik 16 essentially as 3.8 which are moment-equivalent to
 .the above log-normal law. Chihara effectively starts from 3.1 , looking at
the jump structure of possible solutions. Leipnik simply exhibits a function
which he shows is the characteristic function of these discrete solutions.
 . wThe mf 3.9 is given, with differing notation, by Pakes and Khattree 21,
x p. 313 . There is a misprint in the last equation on p. 313; the exponent
2 2 2 .  .D j on the left should be D j. Finally, 3.8 is essentially equivalent to
w  .x uq1r228, 1.10 if we set j s q , where u is their form of our arbitrary
scaling constant.
 .The sums in 3.9 have the form occurring in Jacobi’s triple product
identity, giving
 .THEOREM 3.2. The mf of the Chihara]Leipnik law 3.8 is
` tqn y1 ytqnq11 q j q 1 q j q
tM t s j ? . j n y1 nq11 q j q 1 q j qns0
yj qt ; q yjy1q1y t ; q .  .` `ts j .
yj ; q yqrj ; q .  .` `
The product form of this mf leads to the following representation for Zj
as a product of independent rv’s:
`
y qZ ( j Q Q .j n n
ns0
Each Qy takes values 1 and q with probabilities proportional to 1 andn
j q n, respectively, and Qq takes values 1 and l with probabilities propor-n
tional to 1 and jy1q nq1, respectively.
 .Suppose now that V is absolutely continuous with density v. Then 3.2
and Lemma 3.1 show that F has the densityV
jj j jf u s K c j l l u v l u . .  .  .  .V V
Choose integer n and q - x F 1 so that u s q n x. The only positive term
in this series occurs for n s j. Hence
f q n x s K c n l n x nv x s K qn r2.ny3.x nv x . 3.10 .  .  .  .  .V V V
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 .Observe that this arises by iterating the density version of 3.1 with
 .  .v x s f x when q - x F 1.V
The literature contains just two families of absolutely continuous laws
 .which are moment equivalent to the LN m, ¨ law. We show next that
 .  .  .each satisfies 1.2 . Let f x be the density of the LN m, ¨ law with0
1m s y log l and ¨ s log l.2
Let y1 F e F 1. Our first example is the sinusoidal modulation of f :0
f x s f x 1 q e sin 2p log x y m r¨ . .  .  . .e 0
w xThis goes back to Stieltjes}see 21 for references. These authors com-
 .puted the mf of f ; hence showing this density solves 3.10 . Simple algebrae
gives this directly.
The second family is of much more recent origin. In seeking a symmetric
w xversion of Ramanujan’s extension of the beta integral, Askey 4 was led to
the following densities. Let g g R and
xgy1
f x , g s x ) 0 , 3.11 .  .  .
N g yx ; q yqrx ; q .  .  .` `
where the normalizing constant is
p qg ; q q1yg ; q .  .` `
N g s ) 0 3.12 .  . /sin pg q ; q .`
when g is non-integer. It is defined by continuity for integer arguments as
follows.
LEMMA 3.3. For n g N,
N n s q ; q q n ; q l  n2 . log l , .  .  .  .ny1 `
 .  .and for n g yN , N n s N 1 y n .0
 .  .nProof. Let n g N and g s n q h. As h ª 0, prsin pg ; y1 h and
` ny2
1yg iq1ynyh iq1yn yhq ; q s 1 y q ; 1 y q 1 y q q ; q . .  .  .  .  ``
is0 is0
ny1
ny1 yj; yh log l q ; q y1 1 y q .  .  .  .`
js1
n n .2s y1 h log l q ; q q ; q l , .  .  .  .` ny1
whence the first assertion follows. When g - 0 is non-integer, simple
 .  .algebra shows that c g s c 1 y g .
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w x  .Askey 4 shows in the non-integer case that the moments of f x, g are
N g q n rN g s lg nq n2 . , .  .
 .and by continuity, or Lemma 3.3, this holds in general. Hence f x, 0 has
the same moments as f . We achieve this moment equivalence for all g0
using the scaled family of densities
g x s lg f lg x , g . 3.13 .  .  .g
 . g  .If the rv Y has the density 3.11 then X s q Y has the density 3.13 .
Consequently the mf of g for non-integral g isg
sin pg qgqt ; q q1ygyt ; q .  .  .` `g tM t s q ? . .g g 1ygsin p g q t q ; q q ; q .  .  .` `
 .Expressions for integral g follow from 3.12 and Lemma 3.3. In particular
p qt ; q q1y t ; q .  .` `
M t s ? . .0 2sin p t log l q ; q .  .`
 .THEOREM 3.3. The continuous laws whose densities are defined by 3.11
 .  .and 3.13 satisfy 1.2 .
 .Proof. The above discussion shows that M 1 s 1. It follows from theg
identity
a; q .`
aq ; q s a - 1 3.14 .  .  .` 1 y a
that
qgqtq1 ; q s qgqt ; q r 1 y qgqt .  .  .` `
and
qygyt ; q s y q1ygyt ; q 1 y qgqt rqgqt . .  .  .` `
 .It is now easy to check that M satisfies 3.4 .g
w xPastro 23, p. 533 displays a weight function whose moments are
proportional to l nnq1.r2. Changing the scale to make the moments propor-
tional to l 
n
2 . gives a weight
y12w x A yxrq ; q yq rx ; q .  .  .`P `
qrx
s ;
yx ; q yqrx ; q .  .` `
 .i.e., this rescaled version of Pastro’s weight function is effectively g x .0
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3w x   ..  .Cooper et al. 8 give a density their 2.11 which is f x, , though2
wtheir normalization constant is wrong. They give no details, and Askey’s
w x  . xwork 4 is correct except for an error in the integrand of his 4.10 .
 .  .New examples are easily generated from 3.10 . For example if v x s
p  .x , where p is a real constant, then 3.10 gives a density
f x s l n2 r2q pq3r2.n x n p x ) 0 , .  .p
where n is chosen so q - l n x F 1. The mf is determined by changing
variables to compute
qn tK t s x f x dx .  .H p
nq1qn
n1 t pqts c n uq u du. .  .H
q n
Jacobi’s triple product identity now yields
H1 yuqt ; q yq1y tru; q u pq t du .  .q ` `
M t s . .p 1 pH yu; q yqru; q u du .  .` `q
 .Identity 3.14 yields
yuqtq1 ; q yqytru; q s uy1qyt yuqt ; q yq1y tru; q .  .  .  .` ` ` `
 .and it follows that M does indeed solve 3.4 .p
Thus all known examples of laws which are moment equivalent to the
 .  .  .LN m, ¨ satisfy 1.2 . Do solutions of 1.2 comprise the entire set of
w xmoment equivalent laws? The answer is ‘‘no’’! Chihara 6 remarked that
 .the discrete laws 3.8 are not N-extremal solutions of the log-normal
moment problem. The reason is that N-extremal solutions are supported
within the set of zeros of a certain entire function constructed from the
w xingredients of Nevanlinna’s parametrization; see 1 . Since this function is
entire, its zeros cannot have a finite limit point. But zero is the limit point
 .  .of the support of the laws 3.8 . I thank Professor Chihara for this insight.
An interesting problem is to characterize the subset of Nevanlinna param-
  . w x.  .eter functions f z in 1, p. 98 which produce solutions of 1.2 .
 .For later use we define length biasing of order r ) 0 applied to L X as
 .  .   ..y1 x r  .follows. Assume M r - ` and set F x s M r H y dF y . We user 0
ˆ .  .  .L X to denote the corresponding law; its mf is M r q t rM r . Ther
ˆ ˆ .  .operator taking L X into L X is denoted by L ; X s L X.r r r r
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 .Extending 1.2 , we consider
ˆ rX ( qX , E X s 1. 3.15 .  .r
 .This can be reduced to solution of 1.2 as follows. The main part of the
argument is usefully isolated as a lemma.
 pr .LEMMA 3.4. If p, r ) 0 and E X - ` then
ppL X ( L X . .pr
Proof. The mf of the right-hand side is
pt rqtp prE L X s M pr q pt rM pr s E X rE X , .  .  .  . .  . /pr
the mf of the left-hand side.
 . rTake the r th power of 3.15 and set Y s X . Letting p s 1rr in
1r r r r ˆ .  .Lemma 3.4 yields L Y ( L Y and hence Y ( q Y. Thus L Y solvesr 1
 . r  .1.2 with q replaced by q and solutions of 3.15 can be readily deter-
mined from the above results. The log-normal solution has the mf
l  tr ry1. tr2.
We end this section with an interesting closure property of solutions of
 .3.15 : Apart from a scaling constant, they are closed under reciprocation.
 .Let R be the reciprocation operator acting on positive laws: RL X s
 y1 .L X .
THEOREM 3.4. Let r ) 0. If X ( q L X then:r
 .a X ) 0;
 .b RX ( q L RX ; andr
 .  r .  yr . rc E X E X s l .
ˆ .  .  .Proof. Assertion a is clear because P X s 0 s P X s 0 s 0. Forr
 . w xb we use the operator identity L R L s R, proved in 19, Theorem 4.3 .r r
With X as in the assertion,
L RX ( L R q L X ( L l R L X .  .r r r r r
s l L R L X ( l RX ,r r
 .  yr .and b follows. This result implies that E X - `. The mf version of
 .  . t  .  .the first member of 3.15 is M t s q M t q r rM r . Setting t s yr
 .gives c .
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4. SCALING THE REMAINING LIFETIME
We recall the definition in Section 1 of the SE operator S . Much of the
existing literature on the SE operator is devoted to the limiting properties
of its n-fold iterate S . The following representation shows that this limitn
 .behaviour is, in essence, about iterates of L . Let b a, b denote a rv
 .having the beta a, b law. The factors in all products of rv’s appearing in
what follows are independent.
It is easy to show that L X G S X. Our first result represents the SEn st n
operator in terms of a random contraction of the LB operator.
LEMMA 4.1. For each n g N,
S X ( b 1, n L X . 4.1 .  .n n
Proof. Using integration by parts we calculate the mf of S X as
` M t q 1 .y1 tM 1 x 1 y F x dx s .  . .  .H t q 1 M 1 .  .0
tt tˆ ˆs E b 1, 1 E X s E b 1, 1 X , .  . . .  ..
where the last equality follows from the independence of the random
 .y1  .factors, and t q 1 being the mf of b 1, 1 . Using an induction argu-
 .ment based on S s S S X givesn ny1
˜ tqny1n y 1 ! E X .  .
t˜E X s ? .n ny1˜t q n y 1 ??? t q 1 .  . E X .
n! M t q n .
s ? ,
t q n ??? t q 1 M n .  .  .
where we have used the first calculation with t replaced by t q n y 1 and
 .  .n y 1, respectively. The first factor in the last line is B t q 1, n rB 1, n ,
 .the mf of b 1, n .
REMARKS. 1. The last relation with t g N occurs as Theorem 2.3
w xin 14 .
 .2. Clearly L preserves supp F , whereas S is known to be a smoothing
 .  .operator. We see from 4.1 that this emanates from the b 1, 1 multiplier.
3. We have mentioned that L is stochastically increasing. But the
 .  .uniform multiplier b 1, 1 in 4.1 tends to annul the dilation induced by
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w xlength biasing, though Whitt 29 shows that S is monotone with respect
to a stronger order relation.
 .The representation 4.1 motivates the extension of S to an r th ordern
SE operator which we define as follows: For r ) 0,
˜ ˆX ' S X ( b 1, r X . 4.2 .  .r r r
 .Clearly L : r G 0 comprises a semigroup of operators on D; L L sr r s
 .L . The next result proves this for the SE family defined by 4.2 . Letrqs
 .  . ay1 yx  .g a denote a rv having the gamma a law: its density is x e rG a
 .  .and its mf is G a q t rG a .
 .LEMMA 4.2. S : r G 0 is a semigroup on D.r
 .Proof. From 4.2 ,
˜S X ( b 1, r L b 1, s L X .  . .r s r s
( b 1, r L b 1, s L X , .  .  . .r rqs
 .  . .  .since L AB ( L A L B for independent A, B g D. But L b 1, sr r r r
 .  .has the beta r q 1, s law and hence, with all g ? ’s independent,
b 1, r L b 1, s .  .r
g 1 g 1 q g r .  .  .
( ?
g 1 q g r g 1 q g r q g s .  .  .  .  .
( b 1, r q s . .
Fix p ) 0. By formal analogy with L we define generalized SE opera-r
tors via
xp
p py1S F x s y 1 y F y dy. 4.3 .  .  .  . .HM p . 0
 .Harkness 1975 studied this when p g N. We show as follows that it is
only a formal generalization.
By extending the first part of the proof of Lemma 4.1, we obtain
p ˆS X ( b p , 1 X . . p
 .  . pBut L b a, b ( b a q p, b , whence induction shows that iterates of Sp
are given by
n
1rpp ˆ ˆS X ( b jp , 1 X ( b 1, n X , .  . .n n p n p /js1
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where the last equality follows by computing the mf of the product. But
using Lemma 3.4 gives
pp p p pS X ( S X ( b 1, n L X s S X . . .n n n n
Consequently Harkness’ extension is just a special case of our general
framework.
 .We now consider the SE version of 3.15 ,
˜ rW ( qW , E W s 1. 4.4 .  .r
 .Of course, this includes 1.3 . Our treatment of this equation uses the
following result which is of independent interest. Let E denote a rv having
 .the standard exponential law Exp 1 .
THEOREM 4.1. Let r ) 0. Then
ˆX ( b 1, r X , E X s 1 .  .r
 .  .has the unique solution L X s Exp 1 .
wProof. The above equation has a unique solution; see 20, Theorem
x  .3.5 . The mf of b 1, r E is
B t q 1, r E E rq t G t q 1 G r q 1 G t q r q 1 .  .  .  .  .
? s ? s G t q 1 , .rB 1, r E E G t q r q 1 G r q 1 .  .  .  .
the mf of E.
w xThis was proved for r s 1 by Pakes and Khattree 21 . Theorem 6.1 in
that paper overlaps Theorem 4.1 when r s n, a positive integer, and it
gives the following interesting distributional identity:
1rnn
E ( n g jrn . . /js1
wWe come now to the main result of this section, which generalizes 28,
xTheorem 1 , even when r s 1. Our proof combines arguments used by
w x w xPakes and Khattree 21 and Shantaram and Harkness 25, p. 2068 .
  ..y1r rTHEOREM 4.2. Let r ) 0, K s G r q 1 , and X be a solution of
 .3.15 . Then
W s K E X 4.5 .
 .  .sol¨ es 4.4 . Con¨ersely, each solution of 4.4 has this form.
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Proof. The definition of S stemming from Lemma 4.1 implies thatr
ˆ .  .4.4 is equivalent to W ( q b 1, r W . The direct assertion follows fromr
Theorem 4.1 and independence; the constant K has been chosen to force
 . r .E K E s 1.
 .  .Suppose now that W solves 4.4 . It follows from 4.2 that
`
˜ ˆP W ) x s P b 1, r ) xrw dP W F w . . .  .Hr r
x
` wr rs 1 y xrw d y dP W F y .  .H Hw
x 0
` ry1s r w y x P W ) w dw. .  .H
x
n ˜ .  .  .But iterating 4.4 n times yields W ( q W , so if t x s P W ) x wenr
obtain
` `2nry1 nry1n r n nt x s nr w y l x t w dw s nrl u y x t l u du. .  .  .  .  .H H
nl x x
4.6 .
 .  .Now Lemma 4.1 and 4.4 show that t x is infinitely differentiable, and
hence we can differentiate the last relation arbitrarily often by making n
n. .large enough. Clearly t x has the same sign for all x and the sign
alternates as n increases, i.e., t is completely monotone.
Thus Bernstein’s theorem shows that
`
yx ¨t x s e dF ¨ , .  .H
0
 .where F G 0 is non-decreasing. By continuity t 0 q s 1, so F is the DF
of a rv, X say. Substituting this representation into the first integral of
 .4.6 and reversing the order of integration leads to
` ` ry1
t x s r w y lx dw dF x .  .  .H H
n0 l x
`
yr yz l xs rG r z e dF x .  .H
0
`
r yr yu xs l G r q 1 u e dF qu , .  .H
0
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whence
x
r ru dF u s l G r q 1 F qx . 4.7 .  .  .  .H
0
Letting x ª ` yields
`
r ru dF u s l G r q 1 , .  .H
0
 .  .  .giving F x s F qx , which is equivalent to the first member of 3.15 .r
This completes the proof of the 1]1 correspondence between solutions of
 .  .3.15 and 4.4 .
The integral representation of t can be re-expressed as W ( ErX,
 .whence Theorem 3.4 b shows that W ( E X solves the first member of
 .  .4.4 . Rescaling to satisfy the second member gives 4.5 .
w xREMARKS. 1. Using the notation of Vardi et al. 28 , where their Y
represents a solution of the length bias equation and X a solution of the
 .remaining lifetime equation, their integral representation 1.6 can be
expressed as X ( qErY. The factor q is simply a scaling factor. It follows
 .from Theorem 3.4 c that they must choose their solution Y so that
 .  .E Y s 1rE X .
 . r  .  r .  .2. In our proof, E X s l G r q 1 , whence E X s 1rG r q 1 .
 .We end this section with a discussion of the relation of the DFs F xV
  ..  .see 3.2 and the expressions for the DF of E X, H x , found by
w x w xShantaram and Harkness 26 and van Beek and Braat 5 ; here r s 1. We
have
`
yx r ¨H x s 1 y e F d¨ .  .  .H V
0
` nyx r ¨ n ns K c n 1 y e l ¨ V l d¨ . .  .  .  . HV
0
 .This emphasizes that complete monotonicity of 1 y H x arises solely
 .  .  .from the Exp 1 factor in 4.5 . When V in 3.2 is absolutely continuous,
with density v, H has the density
`
n ny1 nh x s K c n l y exp yxl ry v y dy .  .  .  . HV
0
1 yny1 nq1s K c n ¨ exp yx¨l v qr¨ d¨ . .  .  . HV
q
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w  .xThis agrees with the density obtained by differentiating 26, Eq. 9 ,
shifting the summation index by unity, and then making the identification
 .  . wv qr¨ s l¨ F ¨ . The last step is legitimate because inspecting 26, Eq.
 .x  . y14 shows that the function h t in that paper is the density of X . The
above function F is an arbitrary function used to solve the functional
w  .xequation satisfied by h 26, Eq. 7 , and the above identification follows
from some manipulation of this equation.
w x w xVardi et al. 28 credit van Beek and Braat 5 with finding the general
 . w xform of DF solving 1.3 , H in 5, Theorem 4.1 . Owing to an error in its
w  .xproof, this expression is incorrect. The second line of 5, 18 should be
 .  .  .  .aD9 x , where D x s 1 y H x , and not D9 x as asserted. Conse-
quently the solution of van Beek and Braat solves the wrong differential
 . y1equation. Changing the plus sign in their 11 produces a factor a in
 .13 , giving the correct equation. Its solution can be shown to agree with
that above. The general form of solution pursued by van Beek and Braat
w x5 seems less amenable for calculation than ours.
5. q-BETA AND q-GAMMA LAWS
By analogy with the expressions for the mf’s of beta and gamma laws,
 .  .e.g., B a q t, b rB a, b for the beta law, one might anticipate that their
q-versions generate probability laws. They do! A series expansion for the
w xq-beta function 12, p. 18 yields
B a q t , b s 1 y q q jtqa j q jq1 ; q r q jqb ; q .  .  .  .q ` `
jG0
 .  .and hence B a q t, b rB a, b is the mf of a rv which takes values onq q
 j 4  .the discrete set q ; j g N . Denoting this rv by b a, b we have0 q
P b a, b s q j s 1 y q q a j q jq1 ; q r q jqb ; q B a, b . 5.1 .  .  .  . .  . .q q` `
w xThe reduction formula 12, p. 17
1 y q a
G a q 1 s G a 5.2 .  .  .q q1 y q
yields
1 y q a
E b a, b s , . .q aqb1 y q
 .and higher order moments can similarly be derived. Obviously b a, b «q
 .b a, b as q ª 1y .
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 .When b s n g N, 5.1 takes the form
P b a, n s q j s 1 y q q a j q jq1 ; q rB a, n , .  .  . . .q qny1
and in particular
P b a, 1 s q j s 1 y q a q a j. .  . .q
 .Hence ylog b a, 1 has a geometric law.q
 .  .The definition of G a allows the mf of b a, b to be cast into theq q
infinite product form
1 y q aq j 1 y q aqbqtqj
tE b a, b s ? . . . q aqtqj aqbqj1 y q 1 y qjG0
When b s n this reduces to the finite product
ny1 aq j1 y q
tE b a, n s , 5.3 .  . . q aqtqj1 y qjs0
giving the representation
ny1
b a, n ( b a q j, 1 . 5.4 .  .  .. q q
js0
Letting q ª 1y reproduces a known representation for beta laws.
Look now at
yt a aqtG a q t rG a s 1 y q q ; q r q ; q .  .  .  .  .`q q `
1 y q aq jyts 1 y q . .  aq tqj1 y qjG0
 .  .We see from 5.3 that the right-hand side is a product of mf’s of b ?, 1q
 .rv’s. Hence the quotient on the left is the mf of a rv, g a say, and we seeq
now that
y1
g a ( 1 y q b a q j, 1 . 5.5 .  .  .  .q q
jG0
 . w xA series representation of G a 12, p. 24 shows that the weights of thisq
 .Gam a law are given byq
y1 j a a jP g a s 1 y q q s q ; q q r q ; q . .  .  .  . j` /q
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Attributing these weights to a rv taking values in N gives the so-called0
w xEuler law, a q-version of the Poisson law}see Johnson et al. 15, p. 197 .
 .This law is infinitely divisible, but not Gam a , since it is bounded byq
 .y11 y q . But the latter can be regarded as a reciprocal log]Euler law.
Moments can be found directly from the mf:
LEMMA 5.1. If n ) 0 then
ynn aE g a s 1 y q q ; q , .  .  . . nq
1 y q a 1 y q a
aE g a s and var g a s q . .  . .  .q q1 y q 1 y q
It follows that
y1 ag a « 1 y q as a ª ` and g a « b 1, 1 as a ª 0. .  .  .  .q q
5.6 .
A simple manipulation with mf’s shows that
g a ( b a, r g a q r , 5.7 .  .  .  .q q q
but many of the associated properties which hold when q s 1 fail when
 .   .  ..  k .y1q - 1. Thus g a r g a q g r takes values in the set 1 q q :q q q
4k s 0, " 1, . . . and hence cannot have a q-beta law. This same reason
 .  .precludes g a q g r having a q-gamma law.q q
 .But 5.7 encapsulates a characterization in terms of length biasing.
 .  .  .Inspection of the mf of g a shows that L g a ( g a q r . Conse-q r q q
 .  .  .quently 5.7 is an equation of the type 1.1 . Since the q-beta a, b law has
 .an atom at unity the uniqueness theory for 1.1 yields the following result.
THEOREM 5.1. Let a, r ) 0. Each pair of the following implies the third:
ˆ a .  .  .  .a X ( VX and E X s 1 y q r 1 y q ;r
 .  .  .b L V s beta a, r ;q
 .  .  .c L X s Gam a .q
 .  .Continued iteration of 5.7 , and using the first of 5.6 to take the limit,
 .yields the following generalization of 5.5 :
y1
g a ( 1 y q b a q jr , r . .  .  .q q
jG0
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 .y1  jq2 .  jq1.By writing 1 y q s  1 y q r 1 y q , and taking the for-jG 0
mal limit as q ª 1y , we obtain
j q 2
g a ( b a q jr , r . .  . j q 1jG0
This identity is quite easy to verify directly.
6. AN UNDETERMINED q-GAMMA LAW
w xThe q-exponential function comes in at least two forms, see 12, p. 9 . By
 .yn .adopting the standard form of the q-factorial, n! s 1 y q q; q , weq n
define
n
exp yx s yx rn! s 1r y 1 y q x ; q , .  .  . . `q q
nG0
w xwhere the last equality is an identity of Euler 12, p. xiv . This defini-
tion satisfies the appropriate invariance under q-differentiation, and
 .  .exp yx ª exp yx as q ª 1y .q
 .  yn .We see for any n ) 0 that exp yx s o x as x ª `. Mimickingq
Euler’s integral for the gamma function gives the q-version
` G a G 1 y a .  .
ay1A a s x exp yx dx s . 6.1 .  .  .Hq q G 1 y a .0 q
w xThis evaluation is in 3, p. 353 , which explains the notation.
w xUsing this integral, Askey 3 defines the continuous density on Rq
f x , a s x ay1exp yx rA a , 6.2 .  .  .  .q q
and he defines the discrete density
d x , a s K a q a jexp yq j d j x j g Z , 6.3 .  .  .  .  . .q q
 .where K a is a normalizing constant. In fact, following the prescription
w  .xleading to 3, 4.6 gives
q ; q y 1 y q q a ; q yq1yar 1 y q ; q .  .  . .  .` ` `K a s ? ? . . aq ; q y 1 y q ; q yqr 1 y q ; q .  .  . .  .` ` `
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Askey shows that these densities share the moments
yn nn yany .2M n s 1 y q q ; q q . 6.4 .  .  .  .nA
1 .We recognize the last factor as the moment of order n of LN ay 2
.log l, log l , raising the suspicion that non-determinateness emanates from
1 .this law. Let L denote a rv having the LN y log l, log l law. From2
Lemma 5.1 we see the other factors comprise the moment sequence of
 .g a , and this sequence is determinate. This observation gives the follow-q
ing result.
 .  .THEOREM 6.1. If L W has the moment sequence 6.4 then W (
a  .  .l g a X, where L X is moment equi¨ alent to L.q
We have the following result for Askey’s laws.
 .  .THEOREM 6.2. a If W has the continuous density 6.2 then W (
a  .l g a L.q
 .  . a  .b If W has the discrete law defined by 6.3 then W ( l g a Z , whereq j
 . aj s 1 y q q and Z has the Chihara]Leipnik law.j
 .  .Proof. It follows from 6.1 that the mf of the density 6.2 is
G 1 y a G a q t G 1 y a y t .  .  .q
M t s ? . .c G a G 1 y a G 1 y a y t .  .  .q
 . atq tr2. ty1.  .  .Let r t s q M t . Using 5.2 we find thatc
1 y q aq t
r 1 q t s r 1 r t , .  .  .a1 y q
 .in essence the functional equation for G a q t . Since it can be shownq
 .  .  a.  .that r t is log-convex and r 1 s 1 y q r 1 y q , we conclude from the
w x  .  .  .q-version of the Bohr]Mollerup theorem 2 that r t s G a q t rG a .q q
 .  .This completes the proof of a . We prove a more general version of b .
Let t ) 0 and define the function
t tM t s E g a t 1 y q .  .  . . .d , t q 
y1aqt 1yayty 1 y q t q ; q y 1 y q t q ; q .  . . .  .` `= .y1a 1ya 5y 1 y q t q ; q y 1 y q t q ; q .  . .  . .` `
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w  .x  .It may be shown using Ramanujan’s sum 12, p. 44; 3, 3.15 that M t isd, 1
 .the mf of Askey’s discrete law 6.3 above. Comparison with Theorem 3.2
shows that the term in braces is the mf of l aZ , wherej
j ' j a s 1 y q t q a . 6.5 .  .  .
a  .Hence W ( l g a Z .q j a.
7. COMMENTS ON THE LOG-NORMAL MOMENT
PROBLEM
w x w xMoak 18 investigated the moment problem connected with Askey’s 3
 .  .laws, 6.2 and 6.3 , by partially implementing Nevanlinna’s programme
for determining the N-extremal laws. Moak uses the parameter a s a y 1.
 .He shows that the orthogonal polynomial system OPS comprises the
a. .q-Laguerre polynomials, which we write as L x , but whose precise formn
w  .xneed not concern us. Referring to 18, 2.3 we readily see that as a ª `,
n ny1 ja. a j jy1.L l xr 1 y q ª q ; q q yx , .  .  . . nn j
js0
 .effectively the Stieltjes]Wigert OPS for the laws determined by 1.2 .
Consequently one may reasonably expect that Moak’s N-extremal laws
 n2 .4converge weakly to the N-extremal laws for the moment sequence l . A
weaker form of this expectation is supported by Theorems 6.1 and 6.2.
 .  .  .  .Assertion a with 5.6 shows that 1 y q g a L « L. The correspondingq
 .limit for b does not exist.
 .To see this let a s N q b in 6.5 , where N g N and 0 F b - 1. It
 .  .follows from 3.9 and 3.4 that
M t q N .j b.N tM t s q .j a. M N .j b.
l N tq
N
2 .M t .j b.N ts q s M t . .N j b. .2l M 0 .j b.
 . a  .  .Hence 1 y q q W ( 1 y q g a Z , but the right-hand side convergesq j b.
only if a ª ` through subsequences for which b is constant.
 . aLet U s 1 y q q W , where W has an N-extremal law for the mo-a a a
 .  .  .ment sequence 6.4 . Theorem 6.1 implies that U s 1 y q g a X , wherea q a
X has the log-normal moments l 
n
2 ., but its law may depend functionallya
 .  4on a. It is easy to check using Lemma 5.1 that the family U : a ) 0 isa
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tight and that weakly convergent subsequences U « U also converge ina9
 .  .  .  .the r th mean for any r ) 0. Let A z, a , B z, a , C z, a , and D z, a
w xdenote the entire functions, constructed as in 18 from q-Laguerre func-
tions, which define the Nevanlinna parametrization for the moment se-
 .  .quence 6.4 . There is a real number t such that for z f R and z a sq
a  .zl r 1 y q we have
l a tA z a , a y C z a , a .  . .  .y1E z y U s ? . . .a 1 y q tB z a , a y D z a , a .  . .  .
 .y1 .But the left-hand side ª E z y U as a s a9 ª ` and hence the
  .  ..   .  ..right-hand side has a limit of the form tA z y C z r tB z y D z ,
showing that U is N-extremal for the above log-normal moment sequence.
Note that the divergent factor above is absorbed into the numerator
polynomials constructed from the q-Laguerre polynomials.
w xWe end by remarking that Moak’s 18 development can be duplicated
for general log-normal laws. Choose the variance parameter as above,
¨ s log l, and express the mean parameter as m s c¨ , c g R. The general
2 2cy1 c r2qlog x . r2¨’ .log-normal density then has the form x r 2p ¨ q and
its mf is l ctqt
2 r2. Thus c s y1r2 for the normalization used in Section 3,
and c s 1 gives the version used in analytical treatments of the
Stieltjes]Wigert polynomials.
In our general case the orthonormal version of these polynomials is
n
2nn y1r2 jn r2 j qb jf x s y1 q q ; q q yx , .  .  .  .nn j
js0
1where b s c y . The coefficients of the three term recurrence relation2
xf s A f q B f q A f aren n nq1 n n ny1 ny1
A s 1 y q nq1 l 2 nqbq3r2 and B s yl 2 nqbq1 1 q q y q nq1 . .  .n n
Next, let
2 jj qb jR x , b s q yx r q ; q , .  .  . j
jG0
w xa function arising in one of the Rogers]Ramanujan identities 12, p. 37 ,
and asymptotically proportional to the Stieltjes]Wigert polynomials as
n ª `. It can be shown that
D x sxR x , bq1 and B x s 1y q ; q R x , by1 yR x , b . .  .  .  .  .  . .`
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 .  . b  .Using the relation R x, b s R x, b y 1 q xq R x, b q 1 we find, after
a reparametrization, that for each real t there is an N-extremal DF whose
 .  .jumps coincide with the real zeros of R x, b y txR x, b q 1 . The ana-
w xlogue of 18, Theorem 14 could now be derived, though an explicit
representation of the N-extremal laws seems out of reach.
8. CHIHARA’S 1979 PAPER
w x Let q / 0, g ) 0, and b g R be constants. Chihara 7 who uses a
.  .instead of q seeks non-negative finite measures dF x on R havingq
finite moments of all orders and satisfying
xdF x s g sgn q dF qx q b . 8.1 .  .  .  .
 .We can, and will, set F R s 1, in which case F is the DF of a rv X andq
 .  .E X s g . Note that Chihara uses the left continuous version of F.
 .When q / 0, 8.1 has the rv version
Xˆ ( X y b rq , 8.2 .  .
 .reducing to 1.2 when b s 0 and q ) 0.
 .When q ) 0 and b ' yb ) 0 we see immediately from 8.2 that
q F 1. Chihara shows there is a unique solution among laws assigning
 yn .  .positive mass to the origin: With s s b q y 1 r 1 y q for n g N ,n 0
nq 1ny1  .2P X s s s K 1 y q g b q r q ; q . 8.3 .  .  .  .nn
w xThe probabilities comprise a Heine law 15, p. 197 . An Euler identity
yields
K s yg q 1 y q rb; q . . .`
 .  .  .Letting q ª 1y in 8.3 yields L Xrb « Poi grb , and it is shown in
 .  .Theorem 4.3 of Pakes et al. 1994 that this law is the unique scale family
 .solution of 8.2 when q s 1 and b - 0. This solution is not explicitly
w xgiven by Chihara 7 , though it surfaces earlier in his paper in connection
with the Charlier polynomials.
ˆ .  .An exceptional case arises as follows. If P X s 0 s 0 then supp X s
 .supp X and hence if there is a solution with no mass at the origin then its
 .left extremity l satisfies l s ql y b , i.e., l s br q y 1 , where weX X X X
write b s yb. Consequently we must then have q ) 1, and it is clear that
there is a degenerate solution X s g iff g s l . No other solutions exist, aX
fact which may be proved along the lines of Theorem 8.1 below.
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 .  .Chihara asserts that when q - y1 and b ) 0 8.3 still solves 8.1 . A
degenerate solution exists also, in circumstances similar to that mentioned
above.
 .THEOREM 8.1. Let g ) 0, q F 0, and b ) 0. Then 8.2 has a solution
 .with zero mass at the origin iff g s br 1 y q and then X ( g .
 .  .Proof. The asserted form of L X clearly solves 8.2 . To aid our
 .thought, set Q s yq. Let r denote the right extremity of L X . Identify-X
 .ing the left and right extremities of each side of 8.2 gives
r s b y Ql and l s b y Qr ,X X X X
 . .  .whence Q y 1 r y l s 0. If q / y1, L X is degenerate, whenceX X
Xˆ ( X and so X ( b y QX. The assertion follows in this case.
ˆSuppose q s y1: X ( b y X. Clearly r F b , so X has finite momentsX
of all orders. For the next calculation we can assume b s 1. Then
 tq1.  . tE X s g E 1 y X . Hence
2 2E X 1 y X s g y E X s g y g E 1 y X s g . .  .  .
Next,
22 2E X 1 y X s E X 1 y X 1 y X .  .  .
2 3s E X 1 y X y E X 1 y X .  .
2 3s g E 1 y X y 2 E 1 y X q E 1 y X .  .  .
22 2s g E X 1 y X s g E 1 y X y E 1 y X .  .  .
2 4s g E X 1 y X s g . .
  ..  .So var X 1 y X s 0 and it follows again that L X is degenerate.
w xChihara 7 also considered the more interesting case q b G 0. It is clear
 .that 8.2 cannot hold if q and b are negative. If b G 0 we must have
0 - q - 1. Chihara is explicit about all this. Assume b ) 0 and, as in
previous sections, take g s 1.
 .  .  .It is clear from 8.2 that P X s 0 s 0, whence l s l y b q, i.e.,X X
 .l s p ' br 1 y q , and hence p F 1. Chihara makes the transformationX
 .  .  .G x s F x q p he uses f in place of G . This amounts to defining
 .Y s X y p, whose DF is G, and l s 0. He observes that 8.1 becomesY
x
udG u q pG x s G qx . 8.4 .  .  .  .H
0
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 .  .Observing that E Y s 1 y p, we see the rv version of 8.4 is
ˆ1 y I Y q IY ( Yrq, .
 .  .where P I s 1 s p s 1 y P I s 0 and the rv’s on the left-hand side are
independent. We will not use this representation apart from remarking
that it implies that q s 1 if p s 1, and then all laws are admitted. There is
one consequence of its derivation that is worth recording.
 .LEMMA 8.1. Let X be a rv with l G 0 and m s E X - `. If Y s X yX
l thenX
ˆ ˆX y l ( 1 y I Y q IY , .X
 .  .where the rv’s on the right-hand side are independent and L I s Bern l rm .X
 .  .  .  . yt  .Let m t be the mf of Y. Then 8.4 yields m t q 1 q pm t s q m t
 .  .t F 1 and it is clear that m t - ` for all t ) 0. Hence
qt
m t s m t q 1 . 8.5 .  .  .t1 y pq
 .Refering to 5.3 , we see this has the rv form
ˆ aY ( q b a, 1 Y , E Y s 1 y p , p s q . 8.6 .  .  .q
 .  .This is equivalent to 8.4 and it is of the form 1.1 . The multiplicative
 .  .closure property for solutions of 1.1 19, Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 5.1
 .show that 8.6 has solutions of the form
Y s 1 y q g a X 9, 8.7 .  .  .q
 .  .where L X 9 solves 1.2 . We need to show the converse, that any solution
 .of 8.6 has this form. A reinterpretation of Chihara’s discrete solutions
will accomplish this.
 .  .THEOREM 8.2. Each DF solution of 8.4 can be expressed as 8.7 .
 .Proof. Chihara shows that discrete solutions of 8.4 have their jumps
at points of the form j q n, where n s 0, " 1, . . . and, without loss of
generality, q - j F 1. Each extreme point of the convex set of solutions is
associated with exactly one such j . Thus it suffices to prove our assertion
for such a solution, Y , say.j
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  ..Chihara determines the weights of these extremal solutions his 3.9 ,
which in our notation is
P Y s j q n s K p pn yjrp; q , .  . . nj j
 .where K p is a normalizing constant. But these weights are effectivelyj
 . wthe terms in the bilateral hypergeometric function c yjrp; 0; q, p 12,1 1
x w xp. 123 and Ramanujan’s summation formula 12, p. 124 yields
yj qt ; q yq1y trj ; q p; q . .  . `` `tm t s j . . t / /yj ; q yqrj ; q pq ; q .  .  .` ` `
 .The first factor is the mf of the Chihara]Leipnik law Theorem 3.2 , and
 .  .the second factor is the mf of 1 y q g a .q
 .  .REMARKS. 1. The laws determined by 8.4 include after scaling the
Askey laws}see Theorem 6.1.
 .  .  . t2. If q s 1 in 8.5 there is a unique solution m t s 1 y p , i.e.,
Y ( 1 y p.
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